A review of various definitions of "compatibility" expressed in terms of ordinary probability, and a discussion of the occurrence of incompatibility (and the related phenomenon of interference) in non-quantal probabilistic systems.
Introduction
The notion of "incompatibility" of system variables arose with quantum mechanics; it is inconceivable in classical physics. Two expressions of incompatibility from the earliest days of quantum theory are the uncertainty principle of Heisenberg (measurement of one variable causes uncontrollable disturbance in other variables) and Bohr's "complementarity" (not all variables have simultaneous "reality"). Interference -the non-additivity of probabilities of disjoint alternatives -arises only when a preparation of indistinguishable alternative values is followed by observation of a variable incompatible with those values.
In quantum mechanics, incompatibility is expressed by the non-commutativity of the operators corresponding to the variables; very little emphasis has been placed on the expressibility -or meaning -of incompatibility in classical terms. Of course, variables in classical (deterministic dynamics) physics must be compatible -but variables of systems which obey a classically probabilistic dynamics may very well be incompatible, in the sense that they satisfy a probability expression for incompatibility -a probabilistic formula which, in the quantum setting, is equivalent to the non-commutativity of the corresponding operators. Not only have such expressions been known since Lüders' 1951 paper (at the latest), we now (Kirkpatrick, 2003a,b) have explicit examples of classical systems with incompatible variables -incompatibility is not an exclusively quantal phenomenon.
After a very brief review of necessary (and well-known) matters of probability and quantum mechanics (Sec. 2), we present in Sec. 3 improved treatments of two classical expressions of compatibility due to Lüders and one more due to Davies (1976) . In Sec. 4, considering all these, we present a favored classical definition of compatibility, and, in Sec. 5, we discuss a classical example of incompatibility which exhibits interference.
Notation and background
The system has (at least) two variables P and Q with values { p j } and { q k }, respectively. The system passes through a sequence of "measurements," at each of which one of the variables takes on a value randomly, P = p j , say. Because we must consider sequences of several events, we introduce the simplifying notation for the conjunction of two successive event propositions, & ("and then"), so the event P = p j followed by the event Q = q k is denoted p j & q k ("p j and then q k "). (In general, we abbreviate the proposition P = p j with the value p j .)
The preparation of the system defines the probabilities of events; we call this state of affairs (and the implied equivalence class of preparations) the preparation-, or probability-, or more simply, p-state. Having prepared the system in the p-state σ, the probability in a measurement of P that P = p j is written Pr σ p j .
Given the occurrence of Q = q k in a prior measurement of Q following preparation of the p-state σ, the probability of p j is denoted Pr σ p j q k ; q k , the condition, is equivalent to a q k -filter in the preparation:
In quantum mechanics, to each elementary proposition X = x corresponds a projector P[ x ] (P[ x ] is a 1-projector only if x is an atomic (non-degenerate) value); to each p-state σ corresponds a trace-1 operator ρ ρ ρ [σ] . The probability Pr σ p j is expressed in quantum terms as Tr{ ρ ρ ρ[σ] P[ p j ]}. The conditional probability Pr σ y x may be written Lüders, 1951) . (For the case that x is not atomic, Lüders' expression implicitly assumes Wigner's morality -essentially that there be no relative phase-shifts among the degenerate kets.)
Classical expressions which lead to commutativity in quantum mechanics
We present three criteria for compatibility expressed in terms of classical probability of occurrence of values of the variables. The first two, due to Lüders (1951) , are clearly expressed in terms of disturbance: is an established value of a variable disturbed by the occurrence of a value of another variable? is the probability of occurrence of a variable's value changed by a preceding measurement of another variable? The third, due to Davies (1976) and the author, is expressed in terms of the temporal reversal of measurement results: is the probability of p followed by q the same as the probability of q followed by p? Each of these criteria is shown in the following theorems to lead, in the setting of quantum mechanics, to the commutability of the corresponding operators; the converse of each of these three theorems is true (with obvious, so not explicit, proof). Thus each criterion is equivalent with commutability -in the quantum setting, each is a definition of compatibility.
To make the notation less awkward in the proofs of these three theorems, we will abbreviate P[ p j ] and P[ q k ] as P j and Q k , respectively.
Lüders' expressions of compatibility
The first two criteria, and the corresponding theorems, are from Lüders (1951) . 1. If a measurement of Q resulting in the value q k does not disturb the value p j obtained in a previous measurement of P , then the corresponding projectors commute (the values p j and q k are "compatible"):
Theorem 1 (Non-disturbing measurement).
(1)
and complete), which in quantal terms is
because this must hold for all ρ ρ ρ, we have
1 Sum this over j ′ to obtain P j Q k P j = Q k P j ; take the hermitian conjugate and equate to obtain P j Q k = Q k P j .
2. A measurement is said to be "ignored" if no action is taken based on its outcome; a probability calculation expresses an ignored measurement by the disjunction of all possible outcomes. Lüders showed that, if a preceding ignored measurement of Q does not affect the probability of outcome of p j in a succeeding measurement of P , then the projectors of all the { q k } commute with the projector of p j :
Proof. Translate the proposition to quantal terms to obtain s Q s P j Q s = P j . Then, for each k, equate the two expressions obtained by multiplying on the left by Q k and by multiplying on the right by Q k .
Because the disjunction of a complete set of propositions is identically "true," it is generally believed that an ignored measurement may be ignored -left out of the calculation entirely. This, in fact, is the content of the formula of marginal probabilities: s Pr p s ∧ q = Pr s p s ∧ q = Pr true ∧ q = Pr q . As noted by Margenau (1963) , this is not generally the case in quantum mechanics. As Lüders shows here, it is exactly in the case of compatible variables that the performance of an ignored measurement may be safely ignored.
Davies' compatibility as time-order independence
The order-independence of joint observation probability, Pr p j & q k = Pr q k & p j , leads to the commutability of the corresponding projectors. The was first proven by Davies (1976, p. 15-17) under the requirements that the equality hold for all indices and that the projectors span the vector space. Kirkpatrick (2003a) strengthened the theorem to refer to only a single value-pair, as presented here:
Theorem 3.
Proof. Translate the proposition to quantal terms to obtain
Definition of compatibility
We have three expressions available for a general definition of compatibility of values (i.e., that lead, in quantum mechanics, to commuting projectors):
Within the quantal setting, of course, these three are equivalent (because each is equivalent with the commutability of the projectors). Which of these should be taken as the classical definition of compatibility? Expression (4c) implies expression (4a) (replace σ with σ & p j ; use the repeatability of a p j -filter:
If we assume expression (4c) for all k, it implies expression (4b) (sum over k, use the completeness of the { q k }). It appears that neither expression (4a) nor (4b) implies the other, nor does either imply expression (4c) (although I don't have counterexamples).
In quantum mechanics compatibility is a symmetric relation; this property is essential to the possibility of simultaneous measurability. This suggests that compatibility should be expressed in an explicitly symmetric way.
Often compatibility is expressed in terms of the variables themselves, but two generally incompatible variables may have some simultaneously observable values. For this reason, it is preferable to express the criterion of compatibility in terms of a single pair of values.
Expression (4c) involves only a single pair, and is the only one of the three which is symmetric. It contains the other two ("non-disturbance") versions. For these reasons, we consider it the best version, hence:
Definition (Compatible values).
The values p and q are compatible iff for every preparation state σ, Pr σ p & q = Pr σ q & p .
Classical incompatibility
Martin Strauss (1973, p. 275) pointed out that "If we look back at the historical development of probability theory it must appear as a great misfortune that no stochastic game has ever been invented with more than one complete set of states . . . ; if it had, the general theory of transition probabilities . . . would have been established before the advent of quantum mechanics and the greater part of the discussions on the foundations of that theory would have been superfluous." Unfortunately, Strauss did not follow this insight with the development of such games; to the best of my knowledge, it was another thirty years before classical systems with incompatible variables appeared (Kirkpatrick, 2003a,b) .
In fact, however, such a stochastic game system is in common use. A deck of playing cards forms the basis for games with two complete sets of states -the Face variable (with values Ace, 2, 3, . . . , King) and the Suit variable (with values Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, Spades). Generally, however, in textbook examples the drawing of cards is always done either with replacement or without replacement ("discard"); in either case the probability is independent of the order of occurrence, 2 and incompatibility does not arise. However, there are many other replacement schemes which do not lead to this symmetry. The reader might find it interesting to construct such an example with, say, a deck of four cards, the King and the Queen of Hearts and of Spades, using the rule "replace if Suit is Spades, discard otherwise." The variables Face and Suit of this "stochastic game" fail the compatibility definition, expression (4c). However, this is not a particularly compelling example to a physicist: the variables are quite "unphysical," not being repeatable (e.g., having drawn a King, it is not certain that a King would be drawn next). A little more is required to get variables which behave in a physically appropriate manner; we will find this in the following example (which, for variety, we express in a different physical form).
A classical example exhibiting incompatibility and other "quantal" behaviors
The system consists of a box of balls and an urn. The balls are of three different colors; some of the balls have white dots or stripes over the color: i.e., each ball carries a value of the variables Color (Yellow, Green, Blue) and Pattern (Plain, Dotted, Striped). The balls are otherwise all alike, particularly in mechanical properties (mass, diameter, elasticity, surface texture). Some of the balls are in the urn, the remainder in the box.
The value of the system's Color variable is manifested by the following procedure: A ball is shaken out of the urn, and its Color is noted and reported; all the balls (including those in the urn) are returned to the box, then all the balls of that reported Color are put into the urn. The Pattern is manifested in the analogous manner.
We can prepare the system to have a particular Color value by alternating manifestation of the Pattern and of the Color, repeating until the desired value of Color is reported; systems so prepared are in the corresponding pure Color p-state. (We prepare a pure Pattern p-state analogously; initially, the urn is not empty.)
This classical probabilistic system provides von Neumann repeatability of observation in an otherwise random setting: Pr σ q j q k = δ jk for Q either Color or Pattern, and for all values (all j, k) of that variable. It also illustrates the reasonable and ordinary nature of the complementarity of the variables: after the manifestation of Color, say, Pattern has no value-there is no non-arbitrary way of assigning a value to Pattern, no relevance of any such assignment to the "physics" of the system. Furthermore, as shown in the analysis (given in Appendix B of Kirkpatrick (2003a) ) of the statistics of such systems, this system exhibits phenomena often thought of as quantal (summarized in Eqn. (11) of that paper): in addition to variables incompatible in the sense defined in Sec. 4, it has no sharp-in-all-variables p-states, ignored observations may have statistical effects (the apparent failure of the marginal-probability formula), and interference may appear between alternative values (the apparent failure of logical distribution). Let us expand on this last point.
Interference and incompatibility in this classical example
Consider a "colorblind" manifestation of Color, wherein only Yellow and Grue (notYellow) are distinguished. The manifestation rule is followed literally -if the color is not Yellow, then all Blue and all Green balls are placed in the urn. In every p-state the probability of Grue is the same as the sum of the probabilities of Green and Blue: Pr σ Grue = Pr σ Blue + Pr σ Green . However, a preparation in a Pattern p-state followed by a colorblind manifestation of Color followed by a Pattern manifestation shows interference between Grue and Blue-or-Green: for example,
This is reflected in quantum mechanics by the fact that the superposition of several elementary p-states does not in itself imply anything "unusual" (pace those who exercise themselves regarding macroscopic superposition). The unusual, that is, interference, appears only if the system prepared in a superposed p-state then undergoes a measurement of a variable incompatible with the values superposed; interference appears in the difference with the results expected from the disjunction of those values. (When the "cross-term" of a quantum expression is pointed out as being the "interference" terms, it is in fact exactly this difference between the expressions with and without complete manifestation. Such difference is basis-invariant; the cross-term, or rather the ability to point it out, is not.)
If the colorblind manifestation were followed by another Color manifestation (or if the system had been prepared in a Color p-state), there would be no interference between Grue and Blue-or-Green; incompatibility is essential to interference, in this classical example as well as in quantum mechanics.
Conclusion
Compatibility is a concept of classical probability, quite independent of quantum mechanics, and prior to quantum mechanics in every way but historically. This claim is justified by the existence of an expression in classical probability which, when combined with the quantal Hilbert-space formalism, is exactly equivalent with the commuting-operator definition, and which may be exemplified in non-quantal probability systems.
Incompatible variables in classical-probability systems exhibit a wide range of properties generally thought of as quantal: the impossibility of filtering to a fully sharp state (hence the failure of an ensemble picture), complementarity ("non-reality"), interference ("nondistributive logic")-much interpretive concern has been expended over the years on such chimera. (Some) physicists have been glorying in the incomprehensibility of the world described by quantum mechanics since the beginning; we need now to bring a broader vision to bearthere is more to our toolkit than the models and ideas of deterministic classical physics.
